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Abstract
Large frame ring laser gyroscopes are top sensitivity inertial sensors able to 
measure absolute angular rotation rate below prad s−1 in few seconds. The 
GINGER project is aiming at directly measuring the Lense–Thirring effect 
with an 1% precision on an Earth based experiment. GINGER is based on 
an array of large frame ring laser gyroscopes. The mechanical design of 
this apparatus requires a micrometric precision in the construction and the 
geometry must be stabilized in order to keep constant the scale factor of 
the instrument. The proposed control is based on square cavities, and relies 
on the length stabilization of the two diagonals, which must be equal at 
micrometric level. GP2 is the prototype devoted to the scale factor control 
test. As a first step, the lengths of the diagonals of the ring cavity have been 
measured through an interferometric technique with a statistical accuracy of 
some tens of nanometers, and they have been locked to the wavelength of 
a reference optical standard. Continuous operation has been obtained over 
more than 12 h, without loss of sensitivity. GP2 is located in a laboratory with 
standard temperature stabilization, with residual fluctuations of the order of 
1 °C. Besides the demonstration of the control effectiveness, the analysis of 
the Sagnac frequency demonstrates that relative small and low-cost ring lasers 
(around one meter of side) can also achieve a sensitivity of the order of nrad 
s−1 in the range 0.01–10 Hz in a standard environment, which is the target 
sensitivity in many different applications, such as rotational seismology and 
next generation gravitational waves detectors.
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1. Introduction

Large frame ring laser gyroscopes (RLG), which exploit Sagnac effect, are the most sensitive 
devices for detecting absolute angular motions in a huge range of frequency, extending from 
kHz down to DC [1, 2]. GINGER (Gyroscopes IN General Relativity) is a project to build 
a large-frame 3-dimensional array of ring laser gyroscopes to be mounted inside the under-
ground Gran Sasso Laboratory (LNGS). The Ginger final aim is to measure the Earth angular 
velocity in the laboratory co-rotating frame �Ω, and to compare it with the Earth angular veloc-
ity as observed in the Cosmic inertial frame �Ω⊕. General relativity theory (GR) foresees that 
in low field approximation [3]

�Ω = �Ω⊕ + �ΩDS + �ΩLT (1)

where ΩDS (De Sitter or geo-electric effect) and ΩLT (Lense–Thirring or geo-magnetic effect) 
take into account the GR effects [4] induced respectively by the Earth mass and the Earth 
angular momentum. For this purpose it is necessary an instrumental accuracy of the order of 
10−14 rad s−1. Such an accuracy offers also the possibility of measuring fundamental geodetic 
parameters related to the fluctuations of the Earth rotational velocity and of the Earth axis 
orientation, the so-called ‘length of the day’ and ‘polar motion’. In the geodetic observa-
tory of Wettzell (Germany) [5] the ‘Gross ring’ (G) has already demonstrated a sensitivity 
of 2 × 10−13 rad s−1, not far from the GR test requirement. Since G is based on a monolithic 
design, which cannot be extended to an array, a new modular heterolithic design is required 
for GINGER. To study this new idea and to validate the site, a square 3.6 m side ring-laser 
based on an heterolithic structure, named GINGERINO [6], has been mounted in the under-
ground INFN Gran Sasso National Laboratories (LNGS). It showed that continuous data tak-
ing is feasible with high sensitivity and duty cycle over 95% [6, 7].

In general the response of a RLG to a rotation is given by the Sagnac frequency f s:

fs =
4 A
P λ

Ωcos θ (2)

where A is the area included by the optical path, P the perimeter length, λ the laser wave-
length, θ is the angle between the area versor of the RLG and the angular rotation axis. For 
a RLG rigidly connected to the soil, Ω is the Earth rotation rate. For a RLG lying on an 
horizontal plane, θ is the colatitude angle, while for a RLG oriented with the axis parallel to 
Earth rotation axis θ is zero, and the Sagnac frequency has a maximum. The GINGER design 
is based on a square cavity, and the control of the scale factor (the ratio area over perimeter) 
relies on the accurate measurement and control of the diagonal lengths. Indeed, the important 
feature of a square cavity, is that the four mirrors define three resonant cavities: the square one 
and the two linear Fabry–Pérot resonators along the diagonals.

At present the control scheme [8, 9] is under test by using a dedicated RLG named GP2. It 
foresees first to align the square cavity and then to control the geometry through the length of 
the two diagonals. In this way the heterolithic structure can guarantee the same performances, 
in term of geometrical and thermal stability, of a monolithic one. The control procedure will 
work in two steps. In the first step the two diagonals are carefully measured and compared. 
Since the ring laser emission frequency is related to the ring perimeter length, it is possible 
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to implement a procedure to optimize the geometry of the ring optical path by acting on the 
corner mirrors, as theoretically described in [9]. It is possible to obtain a path which is as close 
as possible to a square by measuring the laser frequency at the same time with the diagonal 
lengths. In the second step, during the GINGER operation, the optical path geometry will 
be actively stabilized, by locking the diagonal lengths to an external reference wavelength 
standard, also acting on the corner mirrors. From an experimental point of view the diagonal 
lengths can be easily optically exploited, since they constitute two Fabry–Pérot cavities, so 
that standard metrological techniques can be used. In these conditions, according to our analy-
sis, a long term stability of the scale factor of the order of 10−12 can be obtained, if the error in 
the positions of the mirrors with respect to the square perfect geometry is lower than 1 µm [9]. 
This is the needed stability for the 1% test of the Lense–Thirring effect [3]. The GP2 prototype 
has been installed in a laboratory of the basement of the INFN Pisa building, with the purpose 
of studying the experimental details of these procedures. In the following, after a brief descrip-
tion of the GP2 apparatus, we will give an overview of the metrological techniques, and the 
first results on the scale factor control circuit are reported.

2. Experimental set-up

GP2 is a square ring resonator, 1.6 m in side, mounted on a a granite table. A pyrex capillary, 
4 mm inner diameter, is inserted along one side, where the gas discharge is excited. The gas 
is an He–Ne mixture, with a 1:1 ratio of the two isotopes 20Ne and 22Ne [5]. Typical partial 
pressures are of the order of 20 Pa and 500 Pa for Ne and He respectively. The scheme of the 
optical setup is shown in figure 1 The granite support is fixed to a concrete basement tilted fol-
lowing the local latitude, 43.4◦. Then, the ring axis is almost parallel to the Earth rotation axis, 
so that the disturbances on the Sagnac signal induced by local tilts are minimized.

GP2 has been built as a test bench to develop the optics and the electronics to be imple-
mented on GINGERINO and later on GINGER. It is located inside a quite noisy environment, 
so that very high sensitivity measurements are not feasible. That’s why we mounted on it 
high quality mirrors, but not the top quality ones as used by GINGERINO. The mirrors have 
2 m curvature radius and  ∼1.5 × 10−4 total losses, estimated by a measured ring down time 
of  ∼35 µs.

The mechanical design of GP2 is quite different from that used in our previous prototype 
G-Pisa [10] and then in GINGERINO [6]. Each corner mirror is mounted on a piezoelectric 
slide (PZT) that can move along the diagonal direction within an 80 µm range. One of the 
corner is equipped with two more piezo actuators in order to give a tri-axial Cartesian move-
ment. As said above, the important feature of GP2 is that the four mirrors define, besides the 
square ring resonator, two Fabry–Pérot along the diagonals. Each linear cavity is optically 
interrogated by injecting a light beam coming from the same external stabilized laser source. 
In order to avoid optical noise injection, this laser works at a slightly different frequency from 
that of the ring laser emission.

The geometry stabilization procedure requires information both on the ring perimeter and 
on the diagonal lengths. The perimeter could be measured in two different ways. By using the 
self-beat note technique, or by measuring with an external reference. In the first case the ring 
laser is driven in a multimode regime, so that different longitudinal modes generate on a fast 
photodiode a beat-note at a frequency n-multiple of the free spectral range (FSR) of the ring 
cavity. Then, the ring perimeter can be deduced as c/FSR . This technique is very easy to be 
implemented, but multi-mode operation can produce a decrease of sensitivity. This technique 
was successfully applied to the G0 ring operating in Canterbury (NZ) [11], which had an 
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excellent Sagnac signal also in presence of multimode operation. It was however observed 
that the spectrum of the secondary modes were not stable. We tested this technique on GP2, 
and we observed a decay of the fringe contrast, which in the worst case dropped from over 
88% to under 50%. We then applied the alternative technique, by using an external laser as 
a reference. By combining one of the output beams of the ring with the reference laser beam 
on a fast photodiode, we obtain a beat signal at the difference of the two frequencies. This 
method requires a laser source with an high level of accuracy, but it does not affect at all the 
quality of the Sagnac signal. As a reference, we use a Helium–Neon laser stabilized on a 
satur ated absorption transition of molecular Iodine (127I2 transition 11-5, R(127), i-component 
at 473 612 214.705 Hz). This laser was produced for us by the Institute of Laser Physics in 
Novosibirsk. Its frequency stability has been measured of the order of 1.5 × 10−12 at 100 s 
[12]. Since the output power of the laser is only few hundreds µW, this radiation is amplified, 
by injection locking a diode laser Blue Sky Research VPSL-0635-015-x-9-B. In this way, we 
obtain a power of the order of 10 mW, required for the operation of our whole optical setup, 
without losing the master stability.

However, for the stabilization of the scale factor, it’s not sufficient the control of the perim-
eter, and it’s also needed to measure and to control accurately the diagonal lengths [9]. For this 
purpose, a fraction of the reference laser radiation is injected, through a polarization maintain-
ing single-mode fibers, into the Fabry–Pérot (FP) resonators build by the diagonal opposite 
mirrors. In a first step each cavity is locked through a Pound–Drever–Hall (PDH) control 
circuit to the reference laser frequency, by acting on the mirrors by the PZT. In this way the 
cavity length is forced to be an integer multiple of the laser wavelength. In the second step, 
the absolute value of each diagonal lengths is found, by measuring the frequency of a voltage 
controlled oscillator (VCO), while it is locked to a multiple m of the FP free spectral range 

Figure 1. Optical scheme of GP2 control setup.
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(FSR). The two values are acquired, and each cavity length L is evaluated by using the rela-
tion mc/2L  =  m FSR. This technique was introduced and tested in [8] and it was successfully 
tested on two 1.5 m long FP resonant cavities resting on an optical table.

The application to GP2 was not straightforward because the PZT actual bandwidth is 
reduced by the heavy vessel, whose mass is about 3 kg. The PZT effective bandwidth is no 
more than a few Hz, while, in our laboratory condition, the cavities noise in the acoustic band 
is larger, of the same order of the laser one. Then, a simple PDH is not able to work correctly. 
That’s why we separated the servo loop in two parts, and we implemented different low fre-
quency and high frequency controls. The low frequency component of the actuation signal is 
used, with an integration time of 12.5 s, to drive the PZT, while the high frequency component 
drives a VCO acting through an acousto-optics modulator (AOM) on the frequency of the laser 
radiation in order to keep the laser locked to the FP cavity resonance in the acoustic band. In 
short, at acoustic frequency, it is not the cavity that follows the laser, but the noise that affects 
the cavity is added to the laser. It is not a real correction, but it allows us to implement the 
slow stage of the lock loop. The addiction of this fast opto-electronic control improved greatly 
the performance of the system and we obtained in this way the results discussed in the present 
paper. The details of the electronic circuits for measuring and locking each diagonal are shown 
in figure 2. The injected laser field is modulated as:

E0 exp{i(ω0t + ωAOM(t) t + α sin(ωAt) + β sin[(ωB +∆sin(ωCt))t])} (3)

where ω0 is the optical frequency of the carrier, ωA ≈ 23 MHz is the PDH modulation fre-
quency to lock the carrier, ωAOM(t) is the AOM shift frequency, ωB = mFSR is the modula-
tion frequency for the cavity dynamic resonance excitation (in our case FSR ≈ 66 MHz and 
m  =  8), ωC ≈ 141 kHz is the frequency of the dithering applied to ωB for the down-convertion 
of the FSR resonance signal, and α, β and ∆ are the respective modulation amplitudes.

As shown in figure 2, the core of each control system is a Zurich lock-in amplifier HF2LI, 
a digital lock-in that generates the two modulation frequencies ωA and ωC , demodulates the 
signals, and generates the two PID (proportional integrative derivative) correction signals for 
the two locking steps. As said before said this whole sub-system was duplicated in order to 
measure in parallel the two diagonals. Output channel mod OUT 1 and input channel demod 
IN 1 are used to add and demodulate the ωA = 23 MHz PDH signal to and from the cavity 
passing by the corresponding EOM and photodiode. The demodulated signal, after a consist-
ent digital PID filtering provided internally by the Zurich amplifier (output actuator 1), is used 
at first to match the laser frequency ω0 via a VCO and AOM (left upper part of the figure 2) 
to the acoustic and mechanical noises, that are out of the band of the PZT cavity actuator, 
as explained previously. The same signal is then integrated one more time to drive the PZT 
slow corrections (right upper part of the figure). This corresponds quite exactly to a classi-
cal two stages laser stabilization control scheme [13]. The second Zurich control loop locks 
a second VCO to the 8th harmonic of the FSR, about 530.3 MHz, and operates on Channel 
2 of the lock-in amplifier. It has the task to give the order of interference of the interrogat-
ing laser radiation in TEM00n mode of FP, resolving the wavelength ambiguity. The relative 
error of the diagonal length is proportional to 1/m, so we choose m  =  8 as a compromise with 
the maximum allowed AOM frequency. The VCO frequency is dithered at ωC = 141 kHz by 
Zurich mod OUT 2 and the resulting signal is superimposed to the EOM driving signal. The 
component at ωC  of the photodiode signal is sent at the Zurich demod IN 2 input, processed 
by an integrated PID controller (actuator 2 output) and routed to the VCO. The FSR frequency 
is read by a frequency meter locked to a rubidium clock and stored. The optical length l of 
the FP is calculated as: l = c/(2 FSR). An external ramp can be added in input to the VCO to 
manually find the initial locking point.

N Beverini et alClass. Quantum Grav. 37 (2020) 065025
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3. Experimental results and data analysis

By using the optimized PID parameters generated by the Zurich lock-in amplifiers, we per-
formed a simultaneous, about 12 h long, measurement of both the diagonal lengths with a sam-
pling rate of 1 data per second. The histogram of the results follows a Gaussian shape for both 
diagonals, with peak values of 2261.5515 mm (D1) and 2262.7699 mm (D2) and a half width 
half maximum, respectively, of 1.8 µm and 2.0 µm. In figure 3 are shown the Cumulative 
Distribution Functions (CDF) of the lengths of diagonals 1 and 2, compared with the corre-
sponding theoretical gaussian CDFs generated with the same mean and standard deviation of 
the empirical data. Despite the steps in empirical CDFs, due to the limited resolution of our 
frequency counter, the curve follows perfectly a theoretical gaussian shape. This is confirmed 
by a one-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov normality test performed on both diagonals lengths.

The first evidence is that there is a difference between the lengths of the two diagonals 
larger than expected. This difference is more than 1.2 mm, that is too large to be corrected just 
acting on the PZT slides.

Then, we can also estimate the statistical accuracy of both measurements as  ∼19 nm for 
the longest diagonal and  ∼22 nm for the shortest one. Both of these values are consistent with 
the requirements for GINGER. In addition, the absence of a flicker noise bias makes possible 
to increase the accuracy increasing the measurement time. Figure 4 shows the power spectral 
density (in linear units) of the diagonals length that exhibits a typical white noise behaviour.

We have tested the effectiveness of the technique of locking the diagonal length by meas-
uring GP2 Sagnac signal over one day both with diagonals locked and unlocked. The data 
were processed following the analysis scheme developed for GINGERINO [7]. The Sagnac 

Figure 2. Details of the electronic locking setups.
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frequency, the intensities of the two counter-propagating beams and the monitor of the dis-
charge fluorescence were recorded at 5 ksample s−1 acquisition rate. In the analysis, the por-
tions of data affected by split mode or mode jumps were removed [7]. Figure 5 compares the 
reconstructed angular rotation rate in locked (red curve) and in free running condition (blue 
curve) recorded in two consecutive days. In locked operation the duty cycle was over 99%, 
while in free running condition it dropped down to 78%. It is as well evident that the free run-
ning data show larger perturbations.

GP2 is oriented at the maximum Sagnac signal; then it should measure the modulus of the 
Earth rotation rate. From data taken during locked operation, we can evaluate an averaged 
value of the rotation rate Ωm = 7.2919(3)× 10−5 rad s−1, which is consistent with the value 
of Earth rotation rate (figure 4, black horizontal line) Ω⊕ = 7.292 115 09 × 10−5 rad s−1.

GP2 is affected by large perturbations, being located in the basement of a building of the 
Physics Department of the University of Pisa in a laboratory where the temperature is stabi-
lized at ±0.5 K. The long term fluctuation of the average value of the reconstructed angular 
rotation rate in free running operation is however of the order of 3 × 10−4, that is more than 
one order magnitude larger then expected by simply considering the effect on the scale factor 
of the thermal expansion. We can explain this large deviation as an effect of the back-scatter-
ing of the laser radiation on the optical cavity mirrors, which is very sensitive to the geometry, 
as discussed in [7, 14].

Figure 3. Cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the lengths of diagonals 1, left, 
and 2, right.

Figure 4. Linear spectral density of the diagonal cavities lengths.

N Beverini et alClass. Quantum Grav. 37 (2020) 065025
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Figure 6 shows the Allan deviation in the two cases. A sensitivity better than 10 nrad s−1 is 
obtained at 1 second of measurement, with a minimum of  ∼2 nrad s−1 at 30 s of integration 
time.

4. Discussion and conclusions

GP2 is a test bench for testing the possibility to built large RLG. We showed a scale factor 
control technique for a large frame RLG system, which is based on the active control of the 
lengths of the diagonals of the square cavity, and on their accurate measurement. The tech-
nique to measure the diagonal lengths has been developed and tested on the GP2 prototype. 

Figure 5. Rotation rate reconstructed for the two runs: locked (red) and unlocked (blue) 
on two consecutive days. The black line shows the earth rotation rate. The duty cycle 
in the locked mode is over 99%, while in the unlocked one drops down to 78%. Split 
modes and mode jumps have been eliminated by using the information of the fringe 
contrast. The large peaks present in the locked data are disturbances due to human 
activity around the laboratory, which is located in the university area.

Figure 6. Allan deviation of Sagnac signal in three different cases. 1: diagonals 
unlocked at 10 Hz sampling, blue, 2: diagonals locked at 10 Hz sampling, red, and 3: 
diagonals locked at 1 Hz sampling, green. The best sensitivity is 2 nrad s−1 obtained in 
30s measurement.

N Beverini et alClass. Quantum Grav. 37 (2020) 065025
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The obtained accuracy is compliant with the requirements for GINGER (1 µm error in the 
difference between the two values), which is aiming at the Lense–Thirring test at 1% preci-
sion. Two test runs with diagonals locked and unlocked have been performed. The analysis has 
shown a duty cycle around 99%, while the active locking is on, and around 78% in the uncon-
trolled case. In term of sensitivity the short time response is similar in the two cases, while the 
long term one is a factor 3 better in the controlled case. Considering that GP2 is done utilizing 
granite and steel, with our laboratory thermal conditions the long term stability of the scale 
factor should be around 1 part 105. The observed one is a factor 10 worse, further studies and 
tests are necessary in order to investigate whether the long term response could be improved. 
The test has shown three main point to address in a new apparatus, they regard respectively:

the hardware expansion the bandwidth of the control loop

equalization of the two diagonal lengths:
the environment reduce seismic and thermal noise
the laser (maybe) long term stability

To expand the bandwidth, it will be necessary to reduce the load of the actuators. In the pre-
sent scheme the PZT actuators move the whole mirror holder, in the next it will work directly 
on the mirrors. The granite basis processing must be improved and the result measured on 
the producer site in order to obtain a length difference between the diagonals smaller than the 
planned adjustment range.

Since GP2 is located in a quite noisy environment, in the future the test will be repeated 
by installing better mirrors and by acting on both mirrors for each cavity, in order to reduce 
changes on the back-scattered light. The shielding of the RLG from external disturbances such 
as air flow, etc will also be improved. The long term stability need further studies, but a recent 
analysis [15] point to the laser dynamic as the possible cause.

Anyway, this test shows that a middle size RLG can work continuously in a standard labo-
ratory with a sensitivity of the order of a few nrad s−1 in the range 0.01–10 Hz. A range that 
can be extended at lower frequency by an effective geometry control. This result also demon-
strates that relative small, with an area of the order of 1 m2, RLGs have a potential utility as 
very sensitive sensors of ground tilting. We note that Sagnac effect is sensitive to the rotation 
relative to an inertial frame and therefore is not affected by Newtonian noise while, on the 
contrary, balance tiltmeter are sensitive to rotation relative to the local �g  direction. This kind 
of properties is rather timely, for application in future generation gravitational waves research 
and for seismological study in general.
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